Qumulo Cloud

Qumulo CloudStudio
Media and entertainment organizations of any size
can scale production into the public cloud with
Qumulo CloudStudio. CloudStudio securely moves
traditionally on-prem workspaces, including desktops,
applications, and data, to the public cloud on both the
AWS and GCP platforms.
Qumulo’s file storage software is the same on-prem or
in the cloud, making the transition seamless and easy,
eliminating the need to reconfigure applications or
retrain users.

production studios, broadcasters, and visual effects
studios to more efficiently work on editorial projects
such as creative content development, rendering, and
production by moving the necessary applications and
data to the cloud. Studios can also better leverage
resources and talent across time zones, and more
effectively collaborate with globally-dispersed teams
with CloudStudio.

CloudStudio allows creative agencies, post-

One of the key partners that has been an early supporter of CloudStudio is Teradici, the creator of
PC-over-IP (PCoIP) remoting protocol technology and Cloud Access Software, newly augmented with
PCoIP Ultra™ enhancements for graphics-intensive applications and content.
Teradici and Qumulo will provide a joint demonstration of Qumulo CloudStudio at the NAB Show
taking place in Las Vegas April 6-11.
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Qumulo CloudContinuity
Organizations need to ensure they have strategies in
place for ongoing continuity of operations. Whether
planning for a technology migration to the cloud,
preparing for disaster recovery, or recovering lost files,
Qumulo CloudContinuity makes these efforts easier.
This new offering enables users to automatically
have their data where they need it, when they need
it. Users can automatically replicate their data from
an on-prem Qumulo cluster to a Qumulo instance
running in the cloud. Should a primary on-prem
storage system experience a catastrophic failure,
customers can redirect users and applications to the
cloud instance where they will have access to all of
their data immediately. Qumulo’s CloudContinuity also
enables quick, automated fail-back to an on-prem
cluster in disaster recovery scenarios.
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Users have the option to keep their CloudContinuity
instance running 24/7, or can programmatically turn
it on before replication to reduce costs. Qumulo
offers several different CloudContinuity
configurations, each meeting a variety of customer
recovery primary objective (RPO) and recovery time
objective (RTO) needs.

For a limited time, organizations that order
any on-prem Qumulo storage cluster with a
minimum subscription term of 36 months will
receive a one-year matching CloudContinuity
software license for AWS at no charge.
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